Official invitation to the Lions Austria program
“Medical students beyond frontiers 2012”
Medical Faculty, University of Belgrad

Students of your faculty are officially invited to the Lions Austria program “Medical students beyond frontiers 2012”. The main criteria for registration are the same as in 2008-2011.

- **Medical students in the 4th and 5th – not 6th year**, who have already experience with patients.
- **Number**: Total 6 students: 3 fix students plus 3 reserve candidates, who can be selected in the same procedure. It might be mentioned that in the last years almost all reserve candidates could be invited.
- **Period of time (Turnus) of practice**: 1 month: in July, August or September 2012.
- **Location of practice** (in principle): Medical Universities in Vienna, Graz, Innsbruck and Salzburg as well as a number of hospitals distributed over all Austria such as in Wels, Klosterneuburg, Krems, Feldkirch, Linz, St. Pölten and others.
- **Good knowledge of German is a premise for registration** and for communication with Austrian patients. *A strict control by the university is asked for!*
- **Consideration of social factors**: We invite also excellent students whose parents cannot contribute to costs. Costs are covered by Austrian Lions Clubs. The accommodation is organized and directly paid by us. At the beginning (in Vienna at the Welcome Kaffee Jause) an amount in cash in (Vienna together with a one month ticket for local bus, tram and underground) will handed over to cover costs.
- **17th to 20th August 2012**: Facultative invitation to health talks at the European Forum in Alpbach: [www.alpbach.org](http://www.alpbach.org) by invitation of its president Dr. Erhard Busek (no fee, bed and breakfast about 20 €/night. Say yes only if you really intend to come!)
- **Dead line**: 15th March 2012 (or a date proposed by your faculty).
- **Selection of candidates** by a committee of your faculty or university.
- The Faculty/University is kindly asked to select only those students, who really want to come to Austria for the officially scheduled period of time and inform us immediately in case of problems. please do not offer pairs – this might give rise to problems in organization
- The students should let us know their preferred and all possible terms (July, August and September) in ranked order: The more versatile the students are in this respect the better is their chance.
- The students are asked to let us know a ranked list of 3 topics/departments for practice, which must cover the necessities of their study plan. We shall try to consider that.
- The students must come with a Health and Accident Insurance from their country which is valid in Austria during their whole stay here.

**Please confirm receipt and acceptance of this invitation at your earliest convenience.**

I thank you very much for your continued cooperation and remain with kindest regards from Vienna

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Dr. med. Herbert Ehringer, LionsClub Wien Europa
Em. Professor of Internal Medicine and Angiology
e-mail: herbert.ehringer@meduniwien.ac.at

Please see also next page!
Attention!

The secretariat is kindly asked to send the list of students formatted as shown in this example. This is the form we finally need. This would help us a lot. Consider that we are dealing with 25 different universities.

Thank you so much for your understanding and cooperation!

   Studienjahr / Erfolg  4th year / 4,51 / 4,87 very good
   German language:  medium
   address:  H 9083 Écs, Petőfi u. 47, Hungary
   phone number:  +36-20-480-2549
   e-mail address:  nemeth.encsi@gmail.com
   subject of practice:  surgery (Fakultät)
   time of practice:  July only

2. RAJNAI Hajnalka f - geb. 22.01.1984  Belgrad  August Wien
   Studienjahr / Erfolg  5. / sehr gut
   Deutsch Kenntnisse  sehr gut
   Adresse  HU 8500 Pápa, Tizenegyedik u. 10
   Telefon  00-36-30-858-2289
   e-Post  hajnalka_rajnai@yahoo.com
   Famulatur Wunsch  Innere Medizin, Pädiatrie, Chirurgie
   Mögliche Monate/ bevorzugt  August Juli, September
   Alpbach

3. and so on
A formatted list with allocation of students had also been sent to your dekanat last year.